Saab sonett craigslist

Welcome to SonettForSale. We provide Sonett cars posted directly to this site along with ones
re-posted from popular online classifieds sites such as Craigslist and eBay. With its sleek
curves and aerodynamic design, the Saab Sonett was one of those cars that ws ahead of its
time stylistically. Built between and , and again between and , the Saab Sonett underwent
several changes, eventually becoming a classic Swedish icon sought after by car collectors
worldwide. Today the Sonett is a highly sought after collector car not only for its looks, style
and performance but because of the rarity of the vehicle. In addition the Kriss Motors
Corporation maintains a valuation guide for Sonetts. You can jump into our classifieds section
by using the navigation to the far right. You can also check out one of our site resources below
for more information about the Saab Sonett. Read below for more information about our
process and how we create the ads for this site. You will also find our website disclaimer and
other general materials below. Motor runs well. Needs clutch and brake work, currently not
drivable. Frame rusted, rocker panels and battery area rusted through. Original interior in
relatively [â€¦]. It runs great, can be driven home but you will need a trailer or truck to haul the
extensive collection of spare parts accumulated over [â€¦]. Mission: The goal of SonettForSale.
The idea is to be living database that not only provides an up to date classifieds but also a
historical look for buyers and sellers to use as a reference point. This can be for research
purposes, general enthusiast fun and also as a fair market value calculator for various model
Sonetts in various conditions and level of restoration. Read More About Usâ€¦. Use our fast and
easy Ad Submission process to get your car featured on our site. RSS Twitter Facebook. Recent
Posts. Thank you for visiting SonettForSale. Photo by Wesley Allison from MotorTrend. August
11, 0. April 13, 0. List a Saab Sonett For Sale! Model Years New Haven. Jacksonville Orlando
Tampa Bay Area. Chicago Rockford. Fort Wayne Indianapolis South Bend. Boston Springfield.
New York City Syracuse. Akron Cleveland. Oklahoma City. Eugene Portland. Philadelphia
Pittsburgh. Chattanooga Knoxville Nashville. Seattle Spokane Tri-Cities Vancouver. Green Bay
Milwaukee. Make Saab. Model Sonett. I bought this car in with the idea to restore. Typical saab
sonett appears to be complete but needs complete restoration. Trunk rusted out ,back window
missing straight glass floor boards rusty , engine oil pristine never run by me. Nearly a barn
find. Restored 5 years ago with NOS parts and untouched since. These parts, while factory, are
actually better than when the car was originally built. Restoration took 2 years and was done
professionally. Car has less than 37K actual miles. Has been stored since restoration. Clutch
slave cylinder will need to be rebuilt as it leaks. The car was originally white, but changed to
dark blue at restoration. Original seats and wheels are included. Spare trans will be included
with sale not because the car needs it, which it doesn't, but simply because this is our last
Saab. This car is number 85 of the V4 Sonetts. It has a factory wood steering wheel under the
cover. The glass is all good including that very rare back window. The car belongs to my
brother, a doctor who hasn't been able to give it a minute since the restoration, hence the tires
need air. This car hasn't been registered in over 30 years. Since this listing, the car has been
added to the North American Saab Sonett registry. The first V4 Sonett was This car is This dude
is rare! NOTE: This is not easy. Do not want to sell, but time constraints and circumstances My
brother is just the 2nd owner of the car. Call seven 65, two 99, four with your questions. The car
is located just outside of Lansing, Michigan. Has a few attention spots. Needs floor work.! I have
2 new rockers to begin that process but sadly i dont have the access to a welder capable. Its a
complete rolling shell, with motor and trans and have a set of keys one ignition and one for the
doors. It does take power when hooked up to a battery. Radio works gauges move and lights on
dash turn on with key. The starter makes noise but does not turn over and i have not yet
investigated further into why. I also have extra parts including as mentioned a set of new
rockers a complete engine gasket kit for rebuilding the motor an extra steering column gas tank
a front rub strip and various small parts in a box in the car. It has the original soccer ball
wheels. It will come with a bill of sale. Text for questions. Motivated to sell.! I also have a 71
sonett rolling shell for sale and can sell both as a package deal. And a 99 LB 3dr viggen as well.
Will need floor work. Has original soccer ball wheels. Text or message me for questions. Make
an offer. If we are mailing you paper work out of state buyers need to have signature notarized.
Shipping speed always depends on price. Quicker shipping costs more money. This was to
have been a "father and son" project when the son reached mid teens. The dad was somewhat
of a Saab nut and had several things done to prep the Sonett for full mechanical restoration
over the last seven years or so. But, as sometimes happens, the son had no interest in cars of
any sort I have a friend who is a master mechanic and car restorer who mentioned he was
between projects and would get this to the point of being a reliable daily driver. You can ask any
additional questions as well. Call or text: I am offering the car on Craigslist and locally as well
and it may sell at any time. This was to be a "basic" going through of every mechanical
component to make it reliable enough for your loving sister to drive across country and

including: brakes, clutch, carb,, good tires, lights, wipers, all fluids changed, tank flushed, etc. I
have been driving it for the past three months and have put about miles on the car. I agree with
my friend, it just needs to be driven at this point. The only deficiencies noted were an irratic left
blinker we have a new socket--just haven't replaced it yet , the blinker indicator light needs
replacing, and the radio needs to be messaged does work though. My friend noted the critical
rockers, and floor pans had been replaced. His assessment was that if it is somewhat protected
from the elements it will last several years I had the exhaust reworked to fix all leaks and holes
and then added a resonator at the end of the pipe, Right now there are some holes in the upper
floor kick panels needing patching. The carpet needs replacing and I don't have the jack or
panel cover for the trunk. I have three of the small hub caps and the workshop manual and
about 6 inches tall collection of Saab literature. This is a VERY stable and solid little "scooter" It
tracks like on rails and the chassis does not flex. Don't go trying to race newer little cars, with
only 65 horses. But at lbs. The shift pattern takes a little getting used to. In the end, its a car I
would really enjoy The Sonett is currently at my residence in Alabama where I will be in about 3
weeks. I can transport the Sonett most anywhere in the US and parts of Canada. Transportation
is negotiable. Please call or text me to discuss any questions: Garland Hall Tillery Rd. Vinemont
AL Contact seller for details. Warranty Information? List FREE! No Obligation to Accept Bids!
Terms of Sale Overview We reserve the right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no
longer be available for sale. The following terms of sale apply to all of our listings. Buyer agrees
to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 5 days of the close of the
auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. Payment
Methods: Cash In Person , certified check, bank transfer, or 3rd-party financing. Neither the
dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the
customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer. All Rights
Reserved. Factory rollbar with 4speed transmission. Car will need to be completely gone
through for reliability. Car has been repainted once same color. On non-op with clear title. Ron
Buyer is responsible for shipping costs of vehicle. Georgetown, TX. Sacramento, CA.
Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Saab Sonett. Year Make Saab Model Sonett.
Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Saab : Sonett Base saab sonett base 1. Category Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Includes: original tool kit and jack original owners manual and
service record book, including the saab club card original spare tire Came equipped with the
smokers package which includes a 12v cigarette lighter in the dash. Since i bought the car, i
drove it from Oregon to Texas, over the trip I noticed the transmission leaking so I pulled the
engine and transmission, replaced all the transmission seals and cleaned up the engine bay.
Everything works minus the clock, the speedometer was refurbished by jack Ashcraft recently
and the speedometer cable is being replaced currently. It went out the other day and has not
been driven since. The car had 70k original miles on the clock I
harley davidson handlebar switch wiring diagram
smartcraft sc1000 wiring diagram
05 chevrolet tahoe
t was originally owned by a serviceman who bought it overseas and had it imported with 2k
miles on the clock. He and his wife used it to travel the pacific coast and flyfish until he
unfortunately passed away. The second owner had a collection of over 50 cars and many saabs
he kept this maintained by hs mechanic and used it very rarely. I spend weeks meticulously
cleaning out the engine bay. This was my passion project. But unfortunately after working with
so many Porsches through my company Dutch Safari Co. The porsche may not be as rare or
pretty as a Sonett but has all sorts sentimental value for me. Feel free to call, text, or email. Hi I
am interested in your ,Sonnet Can you please send Me some pictures? And maybe a short video
showing it driving Thanks in advance, Chris Larimore. RSS Twitter Facebook. Recent Posts.
Previous Sugar Hill, GA. April 30, sonettforsale Oregon , United States 4. Very nice exterior, I
was wondering if I could get some pictures of the Interior and engine.

